
 

 

The California legislature enacted AB 2828 

to further strengthen consumer protections 

in the event of a data breach. The state’s 

original data breach laws enacted in 2002 

included a safe harbor that generally 

exempted compromise of encrypted personal 

information from the law’s notification 

provisions. The inclusion of the safe harbor 

was intended to incentivize companies to 

encrypt personal information under their 

control.  

 

Almost 15 years later the legislature has 

determined that the protections offered by 

encryption can be defeated when the 

encryption key used to decrypt data and 

security credentials are taken together with 

consumer data during a data breach. AB 

2828, which was signed by the governor, 

amends the data breach laws for both 

companies and agencies by removing the 

safe harbor if the keys to the encryption or 

security credentials are believed to have 

been acquired. Specifically, the bill adds a 

provision triggering a data breach notice if: 

 
encrypted personal information was, 
or is reasonably believed to have 
been, acquired by an unauthorized 
person and the encryption key or 
security credential was, or is 
reasonably believed to have been, 
acquired by an unauthorized person 
and the person or business that owns 
or licenses the encrypted information 
has a reasonable belief that the 
encryption key or security credential 
could render that personal information 

readable or useable. (Emphases 
added) 
  

Thus, businesses and government agencies 

are required to send data breach notices if 

encrypted personally identifiable 

information is acquired if there is a 

“reasonable belief” that encryption keys or 

security credentials were also compromised 

and could render such information readable 

or useable. 

 

The bill also clarifies that, for purposes of 

the data breach laws, the terms “encryption 

key” and “security credential” mean “the 

confidential key or process designed to 

render data useable, readable, and 

decipherable.” 

 

This revision to the laws allows degrees of 

freedom (or uncertainty) about whether the 

entity is required comply with the notice 

requirement if the compromised data is 

encrypted. Under the existing laws the 

decision whether to disclose is fairly straight 

forward: if the entity has a reasonable belief 

that unencrypted consumer information was 

acquired by an unauthorized person, the 

obligation to disclose is triggered. If the data 

was encrypted, there is no duty to disclose. 

 

Now if the breach also involved encrypted 

data or security credentials the entity is also 

faced with qualitative questions about the 

strength of the encryption and perhaps the 

abilities of the person believed to have 

access to the encryption key. Even if the 



 

encryption keys or security credentials were 

also acquired in the breach, the bill appears 

to leave room for the conclusion that the 

compromised consumer data is nevertheless 

not rendered readable or useable. The bill 

also allows for reasonable beliefs about 

whether the encryption keys or security 

credentials were in fact acquired in the 

breach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The bill is effective as of January 1, 2017. 

Alex Alanis was CBA’s lead lobbyist on AB 

2828. 

  
The information contained in this CBA Regulatory 

Compliance Bulletin is not intended to constitute, and should 

not be received as, legal advice.  Please consult with your 

counsel for more detailed information applicable to your 

institution. 
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